Introduction
In this paper we give combinatorial formulae for vector-valued weight functions for tensor products of irreducible evaluation modules over the Yangian Y (gl N ) and the quantum affine algebra U q ( gl N ) . Those functions are also known as (off-shell) nested Bethe vectors. They play an important role in the theory of quantum integrable models and representation theory of Lie algebras and quantum groups.
The nested algebraic Bethe ansatz was developed as a tool to find eigenvectors and eigenvalues of transfer matrices of lattice integrable models associated with higher rank Lie algebras, see [KR] . Similar to the regular Bethe ansatz, which is used in the rank one case, eigenvectors are obtained as values of a certain rational function (nested Bethe vector) on solutions of some system of algebraic equations (Bethe ansatz equations). Later, the nested Bethe vectors (also called vector-valued weight functions) were used to construct Jackson integral representations for solutions of the quantized (difference) Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov (qKZ ) equations [TV1] . Recently, the results of [KR] has been extended to higher transfer matrices in [MTV] .
In the rank one case combinatorial formulae for vector-valued weight function are important in various areas from computation of correlation functions in integrable models, see [KBI] , to evaluation of some multidimensional generalizations of the Vandermonde determinant [TV2] . In the gl N case considered in this paper, combinatorial formulae, in particular, clarify analytic properties of the vector-valued weight function, which is important for constructing hypergeometric solutions of the qKZ equations associated with gl N .
Combinatorial formulae for the vector-valued weight functions associated with the differential Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations were developed in [M] , [SV1] , [SV2] , [RSV] , [FRV] .
The results of this paper were obtained while the authors were visiting the Max-PlanckInstitut für Mathematik in Bonn in 1998. The authors thank the MPIM for hospitality. The results of the paper were used in [MTT] , [TV3] , [KPT] .
The paper is organized as follows. First we consider in detail the Yangian case. In the traditional terminology this case is called rational. Then we formulate the results for the quantum affine algebra case, also called trigonometric. The proofs in that case are very similar to the Yangian case.
Basic notation
We will be using the standard superscript notation for embeddings of tensor factors into tensor products. If A 1 , . . . , A k are unital associative algebras, and a ∈ A i , then
If a ∈ A i and b ∈ A j , then (a ⊗ b)
Example. Let k = 2 . Let A 1 , A 2 be two copies of the same algebra A . Then for any a, b ∈ A we have a (1) = a ⊗ 1 ,
Fix a positive integer N . All over the paper we identify elements of End (C N ) with N ×N matrices using the standard basis of C N . We will use the rational and trigonometric R-matrices. The rational R-matrix is (1.1) R(u) = u + N a,b=1
where E ab ∈ End (C N ) is a matrix with the only nonzero entry equal to 1 at the intersection of the a-th row and b-th column. The R-matrix satisfies the inversion relation R(u) R (21) (−u) = 1 − u 2 and the Yang-Baxter equation
Fix a complex number q not equal to ±1 . The trigonometric R-matrix
E aa ⊗ E aa + (1.3)
satisfies the inversion relation R q (u) R Let e ab , a, b = 1, . . . , N , be the standard generators of the Lie algebra gl N :
[e ab , e cd ] = δ bc e ad − δ ad e cb .
Let h = N a=1
Ce aa be the Cartan subalgebra. For any Λ ∈ h * we set Λ a = Λ , e aa , and identify h * with C N by taking Λ to (Λ 1 , . . . , Λ N ) . We use the Gauss decomposition gl N = h ⊕ n + ⊕ n − where n + = a<b Ce ab and n − = a<b Ce ba . A vector v in a gl N -module is called a singular vector if n + v = 0 . The space C N is considered as a gl N -module with the natural action, e ab → E ab . This module is called the vector representation.
Rational weight functions
The Yangian Y (gl N ) is a unital associative algebra with generators T The evaluation homomorphism ǫ : Y (gl N ) → U (gl N ) is given by the rule ǫ : T
{1}
ab → e ba for any a, b = 1, . . . , N , and ǫ : T {s} ab → 0 for any s > 1 and all a, b . Both the automorphisms ρ x and the homomorphism ǫ restricted to the subalgebra U (gl N ) are the identity maps.
For a gl N -module V denote by V (x) the Y (gl N )-module induced from V by the homomorphism ǫ • ρ x . The module V (x) is called an evaluation module over Y (gl N ) .
A vector v in a Y (gl N )-module is called singular with respect to the action of Y (gl N ) if T ba (u) v = 0 for all 1 a < b N . A singular vector v that is an eigenvector for the action of T 11 (u), . . . , T NN (u) is called a weight singular vector ; the respective eigenvalues are denoted by
Example. Let V be a gl N -module and let v ∈ V be a singular vector of weight (Λ 1 , . . . , Λ N ) . Then v is a weight singular vector with respect to the action of Y (gl N ) in the evaluation module V (x) and
If v 1 , v 2 are weight singular vectors with respect to the action of Y (gl N ) in Y (gl N )-modules V 1 , V 2 , then the vector v 1 ⊗ v 2 is a weight singular vector with respect to the action of Y (gl N ) in the tensor product V 1 ⊗ V 2 , and
We will use two embeddings of the algebra 
Here tr : End (C N ) → C is the standard trace map, the pairs in the product are ordered lexicographically, (a, i) < (b, j) if a < b , or a = b and i < j ; the product is taken over all two -element subsets of the set
Remark. Using the Yang-Baxter equation (1.2) one can rearrange the factors in the product of R-matrices in formulae (2.7), (2.8). For instance,
where in the right side the factor R 
Further on, we will abbreviate, t = (t 1 1 , . . . , t
. To indicate the dependence on N , if necessary, we will write B N ξ (t) .
Example. Let N = 4 and ξ = (1, 1, 1) . Then
The direct product of the symmetric groups S ξ 1 × . . . × S ξ N −1 acts on expressions in |ξ | variables, permuting the variables with the same superscript:
where σ a ∈ S ξ a , a = 1, . . . , N − 1 . 
E ab ⊗ E ba be the flip map, andŘ(u) = P R(u) . For any a = 1, . . . , N − 1 we have 
by formula (2.11) and the cyclic property of the trace. Therefore, B ξ (t) = B ξ (t) , see (2.9).
If v is a weight singular vector with respect to the action of Y (gl N ) , we call the expression B ξ (t) v the (rational ) vector-valued weight function of weight (ξ
, −ξ N−1 ) associated with v . Weight functions associated with gl N weight singular vectors in evaluation Y (gl N )-modules (in particular, highest weight vectors of highest weight gl N -modules) can be calculated explicitly by means of the following Theorems 3.1 and 3.3. The theorems express weight functions for Y (gl N ) in terms of weight functions for Y (gl N−1 ) . Applying the theorems several times one can get 2 N−2 combinatorial expressions for the same weight function, the expressions being labeled by subsets of {1, . . . , N − 2} . The expressions corresponding to the empty set and the whole set are given in Corollaries 3.2 and 3.4.
Let v 1 , . . . , v n be weight singular vectors with respect to the action of Y (gl N ) . Corollary 3.6 expresses the weight function B ξ (t) (v 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ v n ) as a sum of the tensor products B ζ 1 (t 1 ) v 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ B ζ n (t n ) v n with ζ 1 + . . . + ζ n = ξ , and t 1 , . . . , t n being a partition of the collection t of |ξ | variables into collections of |ζ 1 | , . . . , |ζ n | variables. This yields combinatorial formulae for weight functions associated with tensor products of highest weight vectors of highest weight evaluation modules.
Remark. It is shown in [KR] that for a weight singular vector v in a tensor product of evaluation Y (gl N )-modules, the values of the weight function B ξ (t) v at solutions of a certain system of algebraic equations (Bethe ansatz equations) are eigenvectors of the transfer matrix of the corresponding lattice integrable model. This result is extended in [MTV] to the case of higher transfer matrices.
Remark. The weight functions B ξ (t) v are used in [TV1] to construct Jackson integral representations for solutions of the qKZ equations.
Remark. The expression for a vector-valued weight function used here may differ from the expressions for the corresponding objects used in other papers, see [KR] , [TV1] . The discrepancy is not essential and may occur due to the choice of coproduct for the Yangian Y (gl N ) as well as the choice of normalization.
Combinatorial formulae for rational weight functions
For a nonnegative integer k introduce a function W k (t 1 , . . . , t k ) :
where σ a ∈ S ξ a , a = 1, . . . , N − 1 , and
The function X η (t) does not actually depend on the variables t
The function Y η (t) does not actually depend on the variables t 1 1 , . . . , t
The function Z ξ,η (t; s) does not actually depend on the variables t , . . . , t
and η a ξ a for all a = 1, . . . , N − 2 . Other notation is as follows: Sym ξ t is defined by (3.2), the functions X η and Z ξ−η,η are respectively given by formulae (3.3) and (3.5), φ is the first of embeddings (2.6), and
Remark. For N = 2 , the sum in the right side of formula (3.8) contains only one term: , . . . , t , . . . , t
Here the sum is taken over all collections of nonnegative integers
and η a ξ a for all a = 2, . . . , N − 1 . Other notation is as follows: Sym ξ t is defined by (3.2), the functions Y η and Z η,ξ−η are respectively given by formulae (3.4) and (3.5), ψ is the second of embeddings (2.6), and (η,ξ] ,
Remark. For N = 2 the sum in the right side of formula (3.10) contains only one term: , . . . , t 
To make the paper self -contained we will prove Theorem 3.5 in Section 5. 
Here the sum is taken over all η 1 , . . . , η n−1 ∈ Z
for any r = 1, . . . , n − 1 , and η 0 = 0 , η n = ξ , by convention. The sets
In the left side we assume that B ξ (t) acts in the
Remark. In formulae (3.8) -(3.13), the products of factorials in the denominators of the first factors of summands are equal to the orders of the stationary subgroups of expressions in the square brackets.
Proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3
We prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 by induction with respect to N , assuming that Theorem 3.5 holds. For the base of induction, N = 2 , the claims of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 coincide with each other and reduce to the identity (4.1)
The induction step for Theorem 3.1 (resp. 3.3) is based on Proposition 4.2 (resp. 4.1).
Let E N−1 ab ∈ End (C N−1 ) be a matrix with the only nonzero entry equal to 1 at the intersection of the a-th row and b-th column, R N−1 (u) the corresponding rational R-matrix, cf. (1.1), and T
Using R-matrices, the rules can be written as follows:
the superscript t 2 standing for the matrix transposition in the second tensor factor. Let w 1 , . . . , w N−1 be the standard basis of the space C N−1 . The module L(x) is a highest weight evaluation module with highest weight (1, 0, . . . , 0) and highest weight vector w 1 . The moduleL(x) is a highest weight evaluation module with highest weight (0, . . . , 0, −1) and highest weight vector w N−1 .
For any X ∈ End (C N−1 ) set ν(X) = X w 1 andν(X) = X w N−1 .
Consider the maps ψ(x 1 , . . . ,
where ψ and φ are embeddings (2.6), and
we define its components g a 1 ,...,a k by the rule
A similar rule defines components of elements of the tensor product
, . . . , ξ N−1 be nonnegative integers and
Proof. To get formula (4.4) we use formulae (2.7) and (2.9), and compute the trace over the first ξ 1 tensor factors, taking into account the properties of the R-matrix (1.1) described below. Let v 1 , . . . , v N be the standard basis of the space C N . For any a, b = 1, . . . , N , the R-matrix R(u) preserves the subspace spanned by the vectors v a ⊗ v b and v b ⊗ v a .
Let W be the image of T a ξ N −1 +1,1 (t
Proof. To get formula (4.5) we modify formula (2.7) according to relation (2.8), use formula (2.9), and compute the trace over the last ξ N−1 tensor factors, taking into account the structure of the R-matrix (1.1).
Proof of Theorem 3.3. For a collection a = (a 1 , . . . , a ξ 1 ) of positive integers let c b (a) = #{r | a r b} , and c(a) = c 1 (a), . . . , c N−1 (a) . To obtain formula (3.10) we apply both sides of formula (4.4) to the singular vector v in the evaluation module V (x) over Y (gl N ) . In this case, T 1a (u) acts as (u − x)
−1 e a1 and we have 
We use Theorem 3.5 to write ψ(t
v as a sum of tensor products of weight functions in the tensor factors, that is, as a sum of the following expressions:
where ζ 0 , . . . , ζ ξ 1 , s 0 , . . . , s ξ 1 are suitable parameters, and employ Corollary 3.4, valid by the induction assumption, to calculate the weight functions π(t 
There is a bijection between collections l and sequences of integers a = (a 1 , . . . , a η 1 ) such that 1 a i N − 1 for all i = 1, . . . , η 1 , and c(a) = η . It is established as follows. Define numbers p a i by the rule:
a+1 . Then the sequence a is uniquely determined by the requirement that
1 . We will write a(l) for the result of this mapping.
Summarizing, we get the following statement.
Let l be a collection of integers as described above, and a(l) = (a 1 , . . . , a ξ 1 ) . Then
Comparing the expressions under Sym in formulae (4.8) and (3.10), and taking into account that the product Proof. Let p, r be positive integers such that p r . Consider a function
It is a manifestly symmetric function of z 1 , . . . , z r , and it is a symmetric function of y 1 , . . . , y p by the next lemma.
Lemma 4.5.
the sum being taken over all p-tuples
The proof is given at the end of Section 7.
It is convenient to rewrite formula (3.4) in the form similar to (4.7):
To prove formula (4.9) we will show that the expressions in both sides of the formula are equal to
The proof is by induction with respect to N . The base of induction is N = 3 . In this case the claim follows from Lemma 4.5 and identity (4.1). The induction step for the left side of (4.9) is as follows:
In the last two equalities we use the fact that G η 2 ,η 1 (s 
Proof. The statement follows from Lemma 4.5 by the change of variables y i → − y p−i , z j → −z r−j , and a suitable change of summation indices.
Proof of Theorem 3.5
The theorem is proved by induction with respect to N . The base of induction, the N = 2 case, follows from Proposition 5.3. The induction step is provided by Proposition 5.4. In this section we regard T (u) as an N ×N matrix over the algebra
, be the submatrices of T (u) . Set R(u) = u −1 R N−1 (u) . Formulae (2.3) and (1.1) imply the following commutation relations for A(u) , B(u) and D(u) :
In this section we use superscripts to deal with tensor products of matrices, writing parentheses for square matrices and brackets for the row matrix B .
SetŘ(u) = (u + 1)
For an expression f (u 1 , . . . , u k ) with matrix coefficients and a simple transposition (i, i + 1) , i = 1 . . . k − 1 , set (5.7)
if the product in the right side makes sense. The matrixŘ(u) has the propertieš R(u)Ř(−u) = 1 anď
cf. (1.2). This yields the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Formula (5.7) extends to the action of the symmetric group S k on expressions f (u 1 , . . . , u k ) with appropriate matrix coefficients coefficients:
By formula (5.3) the expression
is invariant under the action (5.7) of the symmetric group S k .
For an expression f (u 1 , . . . , u k ) with suitable matrix coefficients, set
In the second formula the tensor factors are counted by 0, . . . , k .
Proof. The statement follows from relations (5.3) -(5.5) by induction with respect to k . We apply formula (5.4) or (5.5) to the product of the first factors in the left side and then use the induction assumption.
Remark. Formulae (5.9) and (5.10) have the following structure. The first term in the right side comes from repeated using of the first term in the right side of relation (5.4) or (5.5), respectively. The second term, involving symmetrization, is effectively determined by the fact that the whole expression in the right side is regular at u = u i for any i = 1 . . . k , and is invariant with respect to action (5.7) of the symmetric group S k . The symmetrized expression is obtained by applying once the second term in the right side of the relevant relation (5.4) or (5.5) followed by repeated usage of the first term of the respective relation.
Let ∆ be coproduct (2.4) for the Yangian Y (gl N ) . For a matrix
We will use subscripts in braces to describe the embeddings
, we apply the embeddings entrywise, writing F {1} , F {2} for the corresponding matrices over
Proposition 5.3. We have
Proof. The statement is proved by induction with respect to k . Writing the left side as
we expand the first factor according to (2.4):
and apply the induction assumption to expand the second one. Then we use Proposition 5.2 to transform the obtained expression to the right side of (5.11).
Regard vectors in the space C N−1 as (N − 1)×1 matrices. Formula (4.4) from Proposition 4.1 can be written as follows:
For nonnegative integers k, l such that k l , define an embedding
where
is given by the rule
is the multiple coproduct.
Proposition 5.4. In the notation of Theorem 3.5, we have Proof. Expand B ξ (t) according to formula (5.12). Since Y (gl N ) acts in V 1 ⊗ V 2 via the coproduct ∆ , we have
Recall that ∆ applies to matrices entrywise. In the last expression, we develop the factor ∆ B
[1] (t 1 ) . . . B utilize Lemma 5.6 to transform the result to the right side of formula (5.14).
Let v 1 , v 2 be weight singular vectors with respect to the action of Y (gl N ) .
Lemma 5.5. For any X ∈ Y (gl N−1 ) we have
Proof. Recall that ∆ N−1 denotes the coproduct for the Yangian Y (gl N−1 ) . Let Y × (gl N ) the left ideal in Y (gl N ) generated by the coefficients of the series T 21 (u), . . . , T N1 (u) . It follows from relations (2.4) and (2.2) that
for any X ∈ Y (gl N−1 ) . Therefore,
because v 2 is a weight singular vector. The lemma follows from formulae (4.3), (5.13) and (5.15).
Lemma 5.6. For any X ∈ Y (gl N−1 ) we have
. . .
. Then according to relation (5.6), for any X ∈ Y (gl N−1 ) we have
Recall that we regard ψ l (u 1 , . . . , u k )(X) as a matrix over Y (gl N )⊗Y (gl N ) . All entries of this matrix belong to ψ Y (gl N−1 )) ⊗ ψ Y (gl N−1 )) . It follows from relations (2.2) that for any X ′ ∈ Y (gl N−1 ) the coefficients of the commutator T 11 (u) ψ(X ′ ) − ψ(X ′ ) T 11 (u) belong to the left ideal in Y (gl N ) generated by the coefficients of the series T 21 (u), . . . , T N1 (u) . Therefore,
, and v 2 is a weight singular vector. Hence,
which proves the lemma.
Trigonometric weight functions
Notation in this section may not coincide with the notation in Sections 2 -5.
The quantum loop algebra U q ( gl N ) (the quantum affine algebra without central extension) is the unital associative algebra with generators L {±s} ab , a, b = 1, . . . , N and s = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Organize them into generating series
and combine the series into matrices L
The quantum loop algebra U q ( gl N ) is a Hopf algebra. In terms of generating series (6.1), the coproduct ∆ :
The subalgebras U ± q ( gl N ) ⊂ U q ( gl N ) generated by the coefficients of the respective series L ± ab (u) , a, b = 1, . . . , N , are Hopf subalgebras.
There is a one -parametric family of automorphisms
The quantum loop algebra U q ( gl N ) contains the algebra/ U q (gl N ) as a Hopf subalgebra. The subalgebra is generated by the elements L
aa , a = 1, . . . , N , and
The elementsk 1 , . . . ,k N ,ê 12 , . . . ,ê N−1,N ,ê 21 , . . . ,ê N,N−1 are the Chevalley generators of U q (gl N ) . We list some of relations for the introduced elements below, subscripts running over all possible values unless the range is specified explicitly:
The coproduct formulae are ∆(k a ) =k a ⊗k a , ∆(ê a,a+1 ) = 1 ⊗ê a,a+1 +ê a,a+1 ⊗k ak
By minor abuse of notation we say that a vector v in a U q (gl N )-module has weight (Λ
a , 1 a < b N . Both the automorphisms ρ x and the homomorphism ǫ restricted to the subalgebra U q (gl N ) are the identity maps.
Remark. In a k-fold tensor product of evaluation modules the series L We will use two embeddings of the algebra U q ( gl N−1 ) into U q ( gl N ) , called φ and ψ :
N are series (6.1) for the algebras U q ( gl N−1 ) and U q ( gl N ) , respectively. The constructions and statements in the rest of the section are similar to those of Section 2. We will mention only essential points and omit details.
Let k be a nonnegative integer. Let ξ = (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ N−1 ) be a collection of nonnegative integers. Remind that ξ <a = ξ 1 + . . . + ξ a−1 , a = 1, . . . , N , and
Consider a series in |ξ | variables t 
the same convention being as in (2.7).
Remark. The series
To indicate the dependence on N , if necessary, we will write B N ξ (t) .
Example. Let N = 2 and ξ = (ξ
Example. Let N = 3 and ξ = (1, 1) . Then
Recall that the direct product of the symmetric groups S ξ 1 × . . . × S ξ N −1 acts on expressions in |ξ | variables, permuting the variables with the same superscript, cf. (2.10). Weight functions associated with U q (gl N ) weight singular vectors in evaluation U − q ( gl N ) modules (in particular, highest weight vectors of highest weight U q (gl N )-modules) can be calculated explicitly by means of the following Theorems 6.2 and 6.4, which are analogues of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3, respectively. Corollaries 6.3 and 6.5 are the respective counterparts of Corollaries 3.2 and 3.4.
Theorem 6.6 and Corollary 6.7 are analogous to Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.6 in the Yangian case and yield combinatorial formulae for weight functions associated with tensor products of highest weight vectors of highest weight evaluation modules over the quantum loop algebra.
Remark. The expression for a vector-valued weight function used here may differ from the expressions for the corresponding objects used in other papers, see [KR] , [TV1] . The discrepancy can occur due to the choice of coproduct for the quantum loop algebra U q ( gl N ) as well as the choice of normalization.
For an expression f (t 1 1 , . . . , t
where Sym , . . . , t
, . . . , t
The function Z ξ,η (t; s) does not depend on the variables t η N −1 . We are using the following q-numbers: [n] q = q n − q −n q − q −1 , and q-factorials:
Recall that for a collection t of |ξ | variables we introduced subcollections t [η] , t (η,ξ] , andṫ ,ẗ by (3.6) and (3.7), respectively.
For any 1 a < b N setě ba =k aêab , cf. (6.2). 
and η a ξ a for all a = 1, . . . , N − 2 . Other notation is as follows: Sym ξ t is defined by (6.6), the functions X η and Z ξ−η,η are respectively given by formulae (6.7) and (6.9), φ is the first of embeddings (6.3), and
Remark. For N = 2 , the sum in the right side of formula (6.10) contains only one term: η = ξ . Moreover, X η = Z ξ−η,η = 1 , and B , . . . ,
Here the sum is taken over all collections of nonnegative integers m ab , 1 b < a N , such that m 
and η a ξ a for all a = 2, . . . , N − 1 . Other notation is as follows: Sym ξ t is defined by (6.6), the functions Y η and Z η,ξ−η are respectively given by formulae (6.8) and (6.9), ψ is the second of embeddings (6.3), and (η,ξ] ,
Remark. For N = 2 , the sum in the right side of formula (6.12) contains only one term: for any r = 1, . . . , n − 1 , and η 0 = 0 , η n = ξ , by convention. The sets t [η 1 ] , t (η r ,η r+1 ] are defined by (3.6). In the left side we assume that B ξ (t) acts in the U − q ( gl N )-module V 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ V n . Remark. Denominators in the right sides of formulae (6.10) -(6.15) contain q-factorials, which can vanish when q is a root of unity. Nevertheless, the right sides remain well defined at roots of unity. This happens due to the fact that the symmetrized expressions in square brackets have nontrivial stationary subgroups, cf. Remark at the end of Section 2, so the result of the symmetrization Sym ξ t divided by the product of q-factorials can be replaced by the sum over the cosets.
Proofs of Theorems 6.4, 6.2 and 6.6 are similar to those of Theorems 3.3, 3.1 and 3.5, respectively. Here we mention only the required modifications of technical facts: identity There exists a bijection between pairs (d , σ) , where d is a p-tuple from Lemma 6.8 and σ is a permutation of {1, . . . , p} , and the maps α . It is given by the rule α d i = σ i , i = 1, . . . , p , and α j = 0 , otherwise. Under this bijection, the right side of formula (7.3) with the coefficients f α given by formula (7.7) turns into the right side of formula (6.17).
Proof of Lemma 4.5. Make the change of variables y i → 1 + 2hy i , z i → 1 + 2hz i , q → 1 + h in formula (6.17) and take the limit h → 0 . This yields the claim.
